
Barnes & Thornburg attorneys have represented clients in hundreds of
general rate cases before the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission
(IURC) covering virtually all sectors of utility service: electricity, gas, water
and wastewater. These cases have included the prosecution of large,
hotly contested rate cases for Indiana public utilities and the defense of
rate investigations initiated by others.

We are also extremely familiar with Indiana's new options to use a future
test year, an historic test year or a hybrid test period in rate cases, having
been counsel in the first two future test year cases and the first hybrid test
period case ever filed with the IURC.

We have considerable experience involving:

Fair rate of return and fair value of rate base

Depreciation studies and rates

Cost of service and rate design

Capital structure

Excess capacity challenges

Retirement and premature retirements accounting

Stranded cost recovery

Ratemaking treatment of income tax, consolidated income tax and
deferred income tax

Allowance for funds used during construction

Our practice is not limited to commission-regulated utilities. Customer
appeals of rate ordinances adopted by municipalities that have withdrawn
from commission jurisdiction are occurring with greater frequency. Such
appeals are tried to the local circuit or superior court and we have tried
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Why Barnes & Thornburg?

Finding new ways to help clients identify
solutions and new business
opportunities, across industries, is at our
core. We are, at times, more than
lawyers, we are advisers bringing new
ideas to light. We understand what
keeps you up at night and work
collaboratively to find practical and
creative solutions, at the heart of
business.



many rate challenges. Most notably, our group represented the
municipality at trial and on appeal in the seminal Indiana Supreme Court
opinion regarding challenges to rates of non-regulated utilities.

Beyond general rate cases, the attorneys in the practice group have also
been involved in numerous proceedings related to utility system
improvement charges, environmental compliance and cost recovery,
power plant acquisition and construction, demand-side management and
energy efficiency, regional transmission organization charges, and fuel
and gas cost adjustment proceedings.
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